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Abstract 
 

With laser Doppler flowmetry, blood flow can be measured in the smallest blood vessels in the body. 

Perimed AB is a company that develops instruments for microvascular diagnostics and want to develop a 

15-mm probe with laser Doppler and heater. By using a new component, a combined VCSEL and 

photodetector from Kyocera, a prototype for the 15-mm probe is designed to measure blood flow. The 

results show that the signal is sufficient for optical analysis. Further work is necessary to determine if the 

15-mm probe can be realized.  
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ADC Analog to Digital Converter 
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1 Introduction 
 

 

 Background 

Perimed AB, established in 1981, is a Stockholm based company that develops instruments for 

microvascular diagnostics, measurements of the smallest blood vessels. The measurements can be 

performed on diabetes patients, burn victims and other patients with microcirculatory impairment. The 

instruments are used in both clinical and research environments. 

 

1.1.1 Periflux 6000 and PF 6010 

Perimed’s diagnostic systems PeriFlux 6000 can, among other things, measure microcirculation using laser 

Doppler flowmetry (LDF). The instrument has one main unit and room for up to 8 function units which 

can be combined to meet the needs of the customer. The LDF unit PF 6010 has laser and light detection 

as well as heater and temperature measurement. A probe, with a diameter of 10 mm, is connected to the 

unit and the laser signal is transmitted to the tissue with a two-way optic fiber, see figure 1. The signal is 

then converted in the analog-to-digital converter, ADC and is sent to the main unit. The probe is attached 

to the skin with double-sided tape. [1] 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The main parts of PF 6010. The probe is connected to the laser and detector on the PCB with optical fibers. 
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By heating the skin while measuring blood-flow, the viability of the tissue and degree of microcirculatory 

impairment can be determined. The probe for PF 6010 is heating the tissue to 44 ℃ and the temperature 

is monitored to avoid risk of burning the patient.  

1.1.2 Concept design 

A new component from Kyocera, CRC3.3 is a combined Vertical-cavity surface-emitted laser, VCSEL, 

and photodetector. Kyocera state that they have developed one of the smallest optical blood flow-sensors. 

Perimed wants to evaluate if CRC3.3 can be implemented in a probe with an integrated heater. The 

component would replace the existing laser and detector electronics and there would be no need for fiber 

optic cables. For the probe to be useful in clinical settings, the diameter is set to be maximum 15 mm. 

 

A block diagram is provided by Perimed to get a better view of the different parts of the system, see figure 

2. The different blocks are named after their function area. 

 

 
Figure 2. Concept block diagram with the different parts of the system, provided by Perimed 

Also, a concept schematic, figure 3, is presented with suggestions on some of the components in the 15-

mm scale probe. Since the 15-mm probe would be difficult to develop in a lab environment, in this thesis, 

an enlarged prototype model of the probe is developed to test the concept. The components are chosen in 

larger packages so that the components can be assembled on a printed circuit board, PCB, at Perimed. If 

the prototype concept works, Perimed will be able to continue developing the 15-mm probe. 
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Figure 3. Concept schematic diagram of the probe, provided by Perimed 

 

In the concept design, it is also suggested to place components on two sides of the PCB. The components 

surrounding the laser, photodetector and temperature regulation will be placed on the bottom layer facing 

the tissue. The rest of the components, including the CPU will be placed on the top layer, see figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Mechanical concept of the probe. The components surrounding the laser, photodetector and temperature regulation 

are placed on the bottom layer of the PCB, facing the tissue. The CPU and the remaining components are on the top layer. 

For Perimed to evaluate the blood flow signal, the prototype probe is designed to work with a data 

acquisition card, DAQ [2], and a Freescale development board, see figure 5. The DAQ enables 

communication with the PCB from a computer and will be first step for Perimed to optically evaluate the 

signal. The Freescale development board is a set of both hardware and software tools, enabling simple 

measurements and evaluations [3] of the signal. The prototype probe will be designed to fit the pin header 

of the development board. 
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Figure 5. The probe is designed to fit the pin header of a Freescale development board.  

 Purpose 
The aim of this project is to evaluate if it is possible to realize a prototype probe for the PF6010 with 

integrated laser Doppler and heater components. It will enable connection of multiple probes to one 

PF6010 module and thereby make room for other modules in the base unit. The production costs will be 

reduced, both regarding costs of assembly and components since only one PF6010 will be necessary. Also, 

the construction will be more robust with the removal of fiber optic cables.  

 Specifications 
The specifications of the design are the following  

- Make a design that enables future optical evaluation with a data acquisition card, DAQ, and the 

Freescale development board. 

- Choose components that can be assembled on a PCB at Perimed. The size of resistors and 

capacitors should not be smaller than 0603 to simplify soldering. 

- Generate a laser signal with at least 0.5 mW in optic power 

- Make a design where the DC level of the blood flow signal is approximately 1 V.  

- Design a heater that generates a power of at least 1 W.  

- Measure the temperature and turn the heater off if the temperature exceeds 46 degrees. 

 Problem statements 
The aim is to answer the following questions: 

 

- Can a prototype of a 15-mm laser Doppler probe with heating elements and temperature control 

be realized? 

- Can the combined VCSEL and photodetector from Kyocera be implemented in a design and work 

as a blood flow meter? 
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The prototype probe is a first step in designing the 15-mm probe and to evaluate the blood flowmeter and 

the concept. Since it is the first time the blood flowmeter is evaluated, it is important to document potential 

difficulties using this component.  

 Limitations 
Given the time limit of ten weeks, some areas in designing the probe are not covered in this thesis. The 

analysis of the blood flow signal is left for the engineers specialized in optics and software. This thesis 

covers the electronic hardware design, enabling future software evaluation. Neither material nor 

mechanical properties of the probe are taken into consideration.  
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2 Theory 
 

 

This chapter contains the theoretical background necessary for the thesis. It will cover microcirculation 

and laser Doppler flowmetry to give a better understanding. Basics laser and VCSEL theory will also be 

covered. 
 

 Microcirculation  
The system of blood vessels in the body distributes oxygen and nutrients to all living cells. The red blood 

cells are carriers of oxygen and flows among other blood organelles in the vessels. The aorta, the outlet 

artery from the heart, branches into smaller arteries and finally results in capillaries. In the capillaries, 

oxygen, O2, and other nutrients are delivered to the tissue while carbon dioxide, CO2, and waste products 

are removed from the tissue. The blood then returns to the heart by venules and veins. The blood vessels 

with a diameter less than 100 μm are usually defined as the microcirculation. [4] 

 

The blood vessels are built up by several layers and some arteries have a layer of smooth muscle which 

can regulate their diameter. When heat is applied to the skin the muscles relax and the vessels dilate, also 

known as vasodilation, which leads to an increase in blood flow. [5] 

 Laser Doppler flowmetry 
Laser Doppler flowmetry, LDF, is a non-invasive method of measuring microcirculation and is based on 

the theory of the Doppler shift. When emitted light hits a moving object, the light will scatter and there 

will be a frequency shift depending on the velocity of the object. In LDF, a single-wavelength laser light 

is emitted on the tissue and the light will scatter, see figure 6. When the light hits a red blood cell or other 

moving particle in the blood vessel, the backscattered light, with different frequencies, will create a 

fluctuating current in the detector. The current in the detector is used to evaluate the microcirculation. [6] 

 
Figure 6.Laser Doppler flowmetry. When the laser is emitted on the tissue, the light will scatter and shift in frequency depending 

on the blood flow. The shifted light will be detected by the receiver. 
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 VCSEL 
 

A vertical cavity surface-emitting laser, VCSEL, is a semiconductor laser which emits the laser beam 

perpendicular to the chip surface, in contrary to edge-emitting lasers. The VCSEL emits light with low 

beam divergence [7], has a low threshold current and low temperature sensitivity. The VCSEL is used in 

various applications such as optical networks, optical disks and laser printers. [8] 

 

The VCSEL is made up by two semiconductor Distributed Bragg Reflectors, DBR.  A DBR consists of 

several layers with different refractive indices [7] and in the center a cavity gain structure. On top of and 

under the Bragg mirror structure, negative and positive electrodes are connected which work as a power 

source. As a result of the difference in electrical potential a laser beam is generated in the cavity and is 

emitted at the surface. [8] 

 

 
Figure 7. Model of a VCSEL. [8] 
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3 Method 
 

 

By starting with studying the suggested concept and components from Perimed, decisions are made what 

to focus on. The priority is to start with power management, laser and light detection and the temperature. 

Communication, programming and signal processing are left out in this thesis and focus is on hardware, 

see figure 8, where the dashed lines represent the excluded areas. All included blocks are presented in more 

detail in this chapter. 

 
Figure 8. Blocks of the system, dashed lines are left out in this thesis 

 Software 
To enable simulation, schematic design and board layout, software is needed.   

3.1.1 LTspice 

LTspice is a free simulating tool that enables fast and easy simulations of circuits. There is a default library 

of components and it is possible to design or import components if they cannot be found by default. 

3.1.2 Eagle CAD 

Eagle CAD is a software for PCB design. There is a broad range of components with footprints in the 

library and a possibility to create customized symbols and footprints if necessary.  

3.1.3 Macaos 

Macaos is a software where you can view your PCB design and get instant online quotations on your order. 

By importing Gerber files with the board design from Eagle CAD, it is possible to look at all the layers of 

the PCB to verify that everything is designed correctly. 
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 Schematics 
All suggested components are studied and values are calculated to get a complete schedule, a full table of 

components are presented in appendix A. To match the pin header on the development board, four pin 

headers are used on the prototype probe. 

3.2.1 Power management 

With a voltage regulator on the PCB, the supply voltage for the components can be delivered from a local 

source and thereby ensure a stable voltage level with lower risk of noise. For the voltage regulator, TLV713 

[9], a fixed output voltage of 3 V is selected, which is enough as supply voltage for the components on the 

PCB. This regulator is suggested since it both has desired packages available, low drop-out voltage and no 

capacitors necessary for stability. Even though it is stated in the datasheet that the capacitors are optional, 

a decision is made to have 0.1 µF capacitors at both the input, C3, and output, C2, to ensure a stable voltage 

level.  

 

The input voltage to the regulator is set to 5 V. To indicate that the supply voltage is switched on, a LED, 

with built-in resistance to tolerate 5 V, is placed at the input, see figure 9. Additionally, a capacitor, C1, of 

10 µF is placed at the input. 

 
Figure 9. Schematic of power management with 5V supply, a LED that indicates if the power is on, a regulator, REG, with 3V 

output and capacitors to ensure a stable voltage level. 

 

3.2.2 Laser and light detection 

The datasheet of the blood flowmeter does not contain enough detail about its properties. To enable 

calculations of the surrounding components, the blood flowmeter is, in the following section, replaced by 

another VCSEL and photodetector for which the properties can be found in the datasheets. 

3.2.2.1 Laser  

The blood flowmeter is controlled by a signal, VDAC, from pin 11 on the pin header, see figure 10. 

Depending on the voltage level, 0-3 V, presented at the gate of the transistor, N2, the laser current can be 

adjusted to a desired value. By measuring the voltage at pin 1, VADC, the current through the laser can be 

determined. 

 

Due to the insufficient specifications, a VCSEL with similar characteristics is used. The values for the 

surrounding components are set knowing that, if the blood flowmeter does not show the same properties 

in the lab, they will be adjusted accordingly. The blood flowmeter has a lower maximum current, 6 mA, 

which is considered in the calculations. 
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Figure 10. Schematic of components surrounding the VCSEL. The voltage level on pin 11 will determine the current through the 

circuit, which can be measured on pin 1.  

The filter at the anode of the laser is to filter out high frequency noise. The original suggestion to have an 

RC filter was changed and is replaced by an LC filter to avoid the voltage drop over a resistor. The chosen 

ferrite bead, MMZ1005B601C, has a DC resistance of maximum 0.85 Ω [10] and a high frequency 

impedance curve according to figure 11, red curve.  

 

 

Figure 11. Impedance vs frequency for the ferrite bead MMZ1005B601C (red) [10] 

The capacitor for the low pass filter, C8, is set to 47 μF, the highest capacitance available in package size 

0603, to get a cut-off frequency as low as possible. 
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Because of the insignificant voltage-drop over L1 for DC frequencies, the estimate 

VA= VC 

is made. 

 

Since the values may differ between individual components, the extreme case values have to be considered 

to guarantee that the laser current, iLD, does not exceed the maximum value. The transistor N2 has a drain-

to-source on resistance of 0.5 Ω [11] and leads to the estimation  

VADC =  VB. 

 

The worst-case values, according to the datasheets of the VCSEL and the blood flowmeter, are a voltage 

drop of 1.8 V [12] and iLD= 6 mA [13]. To reduce risk of exceeding the maximum laser current, a decision 

is made not to exceed 5 mA. These values lead to 
 

R8= 
VADC

iLD
=

VCC − VB

iLD
=

3.0–1.8

5 m
=

1.2

5 m
=240 Ω 

 
When simulating the circuit in LTspice, a simplification is made and the drain voltage is set to 1.2 V to 

simulate a 1.8 V drop over the laser, as seen in figure 12. This is due to not finding a laser with similar 

properties and the fact that it is only the highest drain voltage that is of interest in the simulation. The gate 

voltage on the transistor N2 is varied between 0–3 V and the current in the circuit never exceeds 5 mA, see 

the red and pink curve in figure 13. The blue curve indicates the drain voltage and green the source voltage. 

 

 

3.2.2.2 Light detection 

The current from the cathode of the photodetector is amplified with the current amplifier ADPD2210 [14], 

see figure 14. The input bias current of the ADC on the DAQ is 200 pA [15] which means that the voltage 

level indicating the blood flow signal, can be measured across resistor R7. 

 

 

Figure 12. LTspice simulation circuit of laser 

circuit with 1.2 V on drain and R8 = 240 Ω 
Figure 13. LTspice simulation of the laser circuit. Current through circuit 

(pink), gate voltage (red), drain voltage (blue), source voltage (green) 
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Figure 14. Schematic of components surrounding the photodetector. Amplifier, shunt resistor, filter and pin header. 

The maximum blood flow signal is unknown at this stage so the maximum output current from the 

amplifier is used in the calculations. 

 

Amplifier output current (max):    240 μA 

DC voltage level, according to specifications: 1 V 

R7 =  
1 

240 μ
= 4.2 kΩ  

The final value of R7 has to be determined later by measuring the voltage across it with a laser current of 

5 mA. 

3.2.2.3 Anti-aliasing filter 

The signal from the photodetector consisting of the blood flow signal, is filtered with an anti-aliasing filter. 

The ADC sample frequency of the DAQ is 100 kHz. According to Perimed, a first order low pass filter 

with a cutoff frequency of 25 kHz is enough for this and R6 is set to 100 kΩ. With that, C7 can be determined 

with the following calculations  

 

𝑓𝑐 = 25kHz 

R6 = 100 kΩ  

C7 = 
1

2𝜋𝑅6𝑓𝑐
= 64 pF 

  

3.2.3 Temperature 

The temperature block has two parts; temperature measurement and tissue heater. The temperature 

measurement is designed to turn the heater off if exceeding 46 ℃. 

3.2.3.1 Temperature measurement 

The suggested big-scale temperature sensor, LM20, is used to measure the temperature. Two sensors are 

used; one is connected to the only pin 7 on the pin header and the other one to both pin 5 and a comparator 

that will switch the heater off if the temperature exceeds 46 ℃, see figure 15. Two sensors are used for 

safety reasons to compare the results.  
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Figure 15. Schematic of components included in the temperature measurements. Temperature sensors, LM20, pin header, 

comparator and resistors. 

 

 

 

The output voltage from the temperature sensor, VO, is given by the equation  

 

VO  =  −11.69 mV/℃  ×  T +  1.8663  (1.1) [16] 

 

where T is temperature in degrees Celsius. The critical temperature 46 ℃ results in a voltage level of 

1.32856, according to equation 1.1. 

 

The output voltage from the sensor is then connected to a comparator, ADCMP361, that has an internal 

reference of 400 mV and a built-in hysteresis of 9 mV [17]. The comparator is supposed to switch when 

the output from the sensor is below 1.32856 V and a voltage divider, with R3 and R2 is necessary, see figure 

16.  
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Figure 16. Schematic of components in the circuit controlling the temperature.  

Things to consider is both the output impedance, 160Ω, of the temperature sensor [16] and the maximum 

bias current, 5nA, of the comparator [17]. By choosing the right resistor values for R2 and R3 and thereby 

setting the current from LM20 to 5 μA, the bias current multiplied by a factor 103, the bias current can 

initially be ignored in calculations of R2 and R3. 

 

RTOTAL= R2+R3+ 160 Ω = 
1.32856

5μ
= 266 kΩ 

 

Voltage division leads to the following values for R2 and R3 

 

0.4 = 
R2

R2 + R3 + 160
∙ 1.32856 

R2 = 80 kΩ 

R3 = 186 kΩ 
 

The selected component values are R2= 80.6 kΩ and R3 = 187 kΩ. The values are set, knowing that they 

will most likely need trimming for the comparator to switch at the threshold 400 mV. The voltage drop for 

the output of the temperature sensor is 160 Ω × 5μA = 0.8 mV and the bias current of the comparator 5 

nA. Both can be neglected since the potential loss it does not affect the voltage level significantly.  

 

As the comparator has an open drain output, a pullup resistor, R5 = 100 kΩ, is placed at the output.  

3.2.3.2 Tissue heater 

To heat the tissue, resistors and transistors will act as heaters by generating power, see figure 17. To spread 

the heat evenly in the probe, two resistors, R9 and R10, are used. To monitor the heater, the voltage at pin 

12 is measured over resistor, R11. To simplify the measurements, R11 is set to 1 Ω. A transistor, N3, controls 

the amount of current in the circuit and generated power in the components. Since there is only one analog 

output available on the CPU of the Freescale development board, a pulse-width-modulated, PWM, signal 

has to be generated and a duty cycle set to correspond to a desired voltage level. The PWM signal is left 

out in this thesis and an external voltage source is used. For future work, R4 and C4 are added to enable 
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filtering, if the decision is made to run the transistor in linear mode, something that is not yet decided by 

Perimed.   

 
Figure 17. Schematic of components surrounding the tissue heater. R9-11 are the heater resistors. 

 

To generate power of at least 1 W, the source voltage +5 V is used and the following calculations are made 

 

P = 1 W 

V = 5 V 

 

I =
P

V
=  

1

5
= 200 mA 
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The total resistance in the heater circuit included the three resistors and both transistors. 

RTOTAL =
V2

P
=

52

1
=  25 Ω 

With a total drain-to-source-on resistance for the transistors of 3 Ω and R11= 1 Ω, R9 and R10 can be 

determined.   

 

R9 +  R10 =  25 − (3 + 1)  =  21 Ω 

 

R9 and R10 are each set to 10 Ω to enable a power level of at least 1 W. The circuit is simulated in LTspice 

according to figure 18. The simulation indicates that R9 and R10 have to tolerate 0.5 W, see figure 19, pink 

curve. The total power dissipation is indicated by the blue curve and reaches a maximum of more than 1 

W. The current through the circuit is the red curve and the voltage at the gate of transistor N3 is indicated 

in the figure by the green curve, varying between 0-3 V. 

 

 

 

 Eagle design 
When component values are determined for each block of the system, the circuit schematic and PCB layout 

are designed in Eagle. In cases when the components cannot be found in existing libraries or online, the 

device are created based on the datasheet. The schematic and board design can be found in appendix B.  

 

3.3.1 Schematic design 

The different blocks of the system are divided into smaller blocks and named thereafter, see appendix B. 

To make it easier to measure voltage levels in the lab, some test points are placed in the schematic, marked 

with an asterisk, *. 

 

*COMP: at the output of the comparator. High, 3 V, or low, 0 V, to indicate if the comparator has switched 

because of an input voltage level of 400 mV. 

Figure 18. Simplified LT spice simulation 

circuit of the heater circuit. 

Figure 19. Simplified LTspice simulation of the heater. Current through 

circuit (red), voltage on gate of N3 transistor (green), total power 

dissipation (blue), power dissipation in the 10-Ω resistor (pink) 
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*HEAT: at the drain of transistor N3. Indicates if the heater is on or off. 

*LASER: at the anode of the laser. Measures the voltage level supplying the laser and should be 3 V. 

*LD: at the output of the amplifier. Measures the blood flow signal before being filtered.  

*PWM: The gate of transistor N3. Was used as an input pin for the gate voltage when filter is not assembled.  

 

3.3.2 Board layout 

The number of layers is set to 4; a top, a bottom, a ground and a VCC layer. All components are placed on 

the top layer and the bottom layer is used for wiring. The idea is to place the components similar to how 

they will be placed in the 15-mm probe, see figure 20. The blood flowmeter, the amplifier, surrounding 

components, the heater elements and the temperature sensors are all placed on the extension of the board, 

seen to the right of the figure. The rest of the components are placed in one corner, closest to the pin header. 

By placing them on the top layer, it will make it easier to measure in the lab. Drill holes are placed in the 

corners of the extension so that the removal of the excess board will be easier.  

 

 
Figure 20. Eagle board layout of the PCB, top layer. The components surrounding the blood flowmeter and temperature are 

placed to the right of the board. The rest are placed next to the pin header. 

The datasheets for the development board does not specify the distances for the pin headers so they are all 

measured by hand with a digital caliper. The size of the board is set to be the same size as the development 

board, 53.34x81.28 mm, with an extension of 15x36.72 mm, see figure 21. The width of the extension is 

set to 15 mm, to represent the probe size.  

 

The test points are designed as vias, where a pin header can be assembled, and their names are printed on 

the silkscreen on the PCB. Because of the small size of the PCB, the component names are not printed.  
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 Macaos 
Gerber files from Eagle are imported to Macaos where a visual preview of the layers is presented. It verifies 

that all components are placed correctly. In figure 21, the top layer is shown.  

 

 
Figure 21. Preview of the top layer of the PCB in Macaos 

 Assembly 
The corners of the PCB are removed with a milling machine to reduce the risk of damaging the PCB. The 

amplifier and the blood flowmeter are soldered on to the PCB by Perimed. The flood flowmeter is soldered 

on with wires since Perimed does not have the equipment for soldering it onto the PCB. The accessible 

pins and its connections are then continuity-tested with a multimeter to ensure that they have contact with 

the pads. 

 

Remaining components are mounted with respect to their function on the PCB, starting with the regulator 

and surrounding components. Wires are soldered on to +5 V and GND for connection to a voltage source. 

The LED is also mounted to indicate if the power is on. 

 

All components surrounding the blood flowmeter, except the resistor in the laser circuit, R8, are then 

soldered on. A wire is assembled onto the drain of the transistor N2, VB, to enable measurements over the 

laser. 

 

When measurements of the laser are made, the wire on the drain of N2 is removed and all components 

surrounding the temperature measurement and heater are assembled. A wire is soldered on the input of the 

comparator to enable measurements. 

 

Some extra precautions are made to protect the laser. Additional capacitors, which is not a part of the 

original design, are added and taken from the lab at Perimed. They are placed over the laser, C12= 10 μF, 

at the gate of transistor N2, C14= 10 μF, and at the +5 V input, C13= 100 μF. They are all electrolyte 

capacitors and soldered on to pads or vias.  
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 Measurements 
To make measurements easier, the test points in table 1 are used. The pin header J24 is placed in the bottom 

right corner, closest to the components and the test points with a * indicator are spread out on the PCB. 

 

Pin 1 J24 Voltage level to measure laser current. i = 
V

R8 
 

Pin 3 J24 Voltage level from detector after filter 

Pin 5 J24 Voltage level from temperature sensor 1 

Pin 7 J24 Voltage level from temperature sensor 2 

Pin 12 J24 Voltage level to measure current through heater. i =  
V

R11
 

*LD Voltage level to measure current from amplifier before filter: i =
V

R7
 

*COMP Voltage level from the output of the comparator 

*HEAT Voltage level to measure if heater is on or off  

*LASER Voltage level at anode of the laser 

*PWM Voltage level at gate of the transistor, N3, controlling the current in the heater 
Table 1. Test points on the PCB used for measurements. J24 is the pin header in the bottom right corner closest to the components. 

3.6.1 Regulator 

A voltage source is connected to the 5 V input and the voltage is slowly increased to make sure that the 

regulator only generates 3 V. Measurements are made at the output of the regulator as well as on several 

VCC vias.  

3.6.2 Laser 

The wire connected to the drain of the transistor N2 is connected to an ammeter and a decade resistance 

box, see figure 22. The gate of the transistor N2 is set to 0 V. The laser is measured continuously, up to 5 

mA, by decreasing the resistance of the resistance box. When the current reaches the maximum of 5 mA, 

the measurements are finished and the resistance on the decade resistance box is kept the same for the next 

step.  

 
Figure 22. Measurement setup for the laser circuit with an ammeter and decade box to limit the current to 5 mA 
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The ammeter and decade box, with the fixed resistance from the previous measurement, is then connected 

to the source of the transistor, according to figure 23 to measure the laser current. A voltage source is 

connected to the pin header, VDAC, and the voltage on the gate is increased from 0 to 3 V. The voltage on 

pin 1 of the pin header, VADC, and the laser current was measured to determine the value of the resistor, 

R8. 

R8 =
VADC

i
 

 
Figure 23. Setup of the laser circuit with an ammeter and fixed resistance on decade box.  

 

Based on the calculated resistance value, R8 is chosen from the lab at Perimed. The actual resistance is 

measured with a multimeter to get a more accurate result. With the resistor R8 soldered on, the gate voltage 

at N2, VDAC, is increased from 0 V to 3 V, see figure 24. The voltage level at the gate, VDAC, and pin 1, 

VADC, are documented and the relation between the gate voltage and laser current can be determined. 
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Figure 24. Setup for measurements of gate and source voltage to determine the laser current with a fixed R8 value. 

With an optical power meter, optic power (mW) is measured. By placing the instrument on the blood 

flowmeter, with different angles, a maximum can be found. The first measurement is made at maximum 

current, 5 mA, and thereafter the current will be decreased to determine what level is required to get 0.5 

mW, the minimum according to the specification.  

 

3.6.3 Light detection 

The reflection is measured with a voltmeter at the test point *LD. With a maximum current of 5 mA, a 

finger is placed on the blood flowmeter to measure the voltage level across R7, see figure 25. 

 
Figure 25. Measurement setup to measure the voltage level over and determine the value of R7 

Using the measured voltage level, the value of resistor, R7, can be determined and replaced to get the 

requested voltage level of 1 V. The value of R7 is calculated with the following equation 

 

R7 = 
1 

𝑉
× 4.2 𝑘Ω 

where V is the measured voltage level. 
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The blood flow signal is then measured with an oscilloscope. Two probes are connected; one to the output 

of the photodetector, *LD, and the other to the filtered signal, pin 3 on J24. A finger is placed on the blood 

flowmeter and the resulting graph on the oscilloscope is studied.  

 

3.6.4 Temperature 

By setting the gate of the transistor controlling the heater circuit, N3, to 0 V, there will be no current in the 

heater circuit and no heat generated. Instead, a heat gun will be used to increase the temperature. 

Measurements are made at both the input, and the output of the comparator, to see at what voltage level it 

will switch on and off. 

 

The input to the heat circuit transistor, N3, is then set to 3 V to enable current through the heating elements. 

The output of the comparator is again monitored to see if the heaters can generate enough heat to switch it 

off. 

 

 Preparation for future measurements 
A document with instructions on how to operate the laser is written so that optic evaluation can be made 

without risk of burning the laser, see appendix C. 

 

To simplify the measuring procedure, a header with different colored wires is made to fit the pin header 

on the PCB. Spacers are placed under the PCB so that it will be easier to work with, see figure 26. 

Specifications regarding the wire colors are found in the instructions in appendix C.  

 

 
Figure 26. PCB with spacers and a connector with multiple-colored wires. 
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4 Result 
 

 Eagle design  
The circuit schematic and board layout can be found in appendix B. 

 Assembly  
The PCB, with all components assembled can be seen in figure 27. The black and red wires are for +5 V 

supply, the different colored wires to the right have the blood flow meter attached to it and the three 

electrolyte capacitors C12-14 that are added for precautionary measures are seen in black and blue. 

  

 
Figure 27. The PCB with all components assembled. Black and red wires are for +5V supply, the blood flowmeter is assembled 

on the multiple-colored wires to the right.  

 

 Measurements 
The measurements are made in steps, starting with ensuring that the high-risk components are safe, starting 

with the output level of the regulator. Thereafter, the blood flowmeter with surrounding components is 

measured and determined. Lastly, the temperature measurements are made. 

4.3.1 Regulator 

The output from the regulator is measured while increasing the level on the voltage supply. The voltage at 

the regulator output and on the VCC vias are increasing up to 3 V where it stops and remains at a stable 

voltage level. 
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4.3.2 Laser  

In table 2 and figure 28, measurements of the laser current and corresponding resistance on the resistance 

decade box are presented, setup according to earlier description in figure 22. The resistance is decreased 

and the laser current and drain voltage are documented and presented in table 2. The measurements are 

continued until the maximum current of 5 mA is reached with a resistance of 175 Ω. 

 
resistance decade box 

(Ω) 
drain voltage, VB  

(V) 
laser current 

(mA) 
500 1,114 2,214 

450 1,094 2,416 

400 1,072 2,660 

350 1,044 2,961 

340 1,038 3,031 

320 1,026 3,180 

300 1,012 3,346 

280 0,997 3,531 

270 0,99 3,632 

250 0,972 3,855 

240 0,963 3,975 

230 0,954 4,105 

220 0,944 4,243 

210 0,933 4,392 

200 0,921 4,554 

190 0,909 4,728 

180 0,896 4,917 

175 0,9 5,089 

Table 2. Relation between laser current, drain voltage and resistance on the resistance decade box. 

 
Figure 28. Relation between laser current and resistance on the resistance decade box. 

The resistance on the resistance decade box is still set to 175 Ω and measurements are made by adjusting 

the voltage level on the gate of the transistor N2, see circuit in figure 23. Table 3 shows the relation between 

the gate voltage and the laser current. As seen in table 3 and figure 29, the current is still at 5 mA even if 

the gate voltage is increased further and therefore meets the requirements for maximum current.  
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gate voltage VDAC 

(V) 
source voltage VADC  

(mV) 
laser current  

(mA) 

0,5 0,001 0 

0,6 0,088 0 

0,7 0,749 0,004 

0,8 5,92 0,033 

0,9 30,27 0,171 

1 83,27 0,470 

1,1 152,87 0,864 

1,2 232,23 1,312 

1,3 316,53 1,788 

1,4 403,76 2,281 

1,5 493,74 2,789 

1,6 583,7 3,298 

1,7 674,8 3,812 

1,8 762,6 4,308 

1,9 822,43 4,646 

2 876,31 4,951 

2,1 898,8 5,078 

2,2 899,42 5,081 

2,3 899,43 5,081 

Table 3. Relation between gate voltage, source voltage and laser current, given resistance decade box = 175 Ω 

 
Figure 29. Relation between gate voltage and laser current, given resistance decade box = 175 Ω  

 

With the results in table 3, the value of the resistor in the circuit, R8, can be determined. The voltage level 

at the source of the transistor N2, VADC, and the measured maximum laser current results in the value 

 

R8 =
899.43

5.081
=  177 Ω  

 

A resistor with a value close to the calculated R8 value is chosen, 180 Ω, and the actual resistance measured 

to 179.8 Ω which is used in further calculations. With R8 soldered on to the board, one last measurement 

of the relation between the gate voltage on N2, VADC, and the laser current is made. Table 4 and figure 30 
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shows the measured voltage levels on the gate, VDAC, and source, VADC, of N2, as well as the calculated 

laser current, given that the resistor in the circuit, R8, = 179.8 Ω. 

 
gate voltage 

VDAC 

(V) 

source voltage 
VADC  
(mV) 

laser current  
VADC/179.8 

(mA) 

0,5 0 0 

0,6 1 0,006 

0,7 3 0,017 

0,8 16 0,089 

0,9 54 0,300 

1,0 115 0,640 

1,1 190 1,057 

1,2 276 1,535 

1,3 356 1,980 

1,4 444 2,469 

1,5 532 2,959 

1,6 622 3,459 

1,7 713 3,966 

1,8 802 4,461 

1,9 858 4,772 

2,0 874 4,861 

2,1 878 4,883 

2,2 879 4,889 

2,3 880 4,894 

Table 4. Relation between gate voltage, source voltage and laser current, given R8 = 179.8 Ω 

 
Figure 30. Relation between gate voltage, source voltage and laser current, given R8 = 179.8 Ω  

The optic power is measured with the optic power meter at the maximum laser current, 5 mA, and indicates 

a level of 1.5 mW. The current is then decreased to find the corresponding current level that gives an optic 

power of the minimum 0.5 mW, which is 2.1 mA. 
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4.3.3 Light detection 

With maximum current of 5 mA, a finger is placed on the blood flowmeter. The maximum DC voltage 

level is measured at the test point *LD to 0.03 V which shows that the current from the amplifier is 7.13 

μA. Since a DC level of 1 V was requested, R7 has to be replaced and is determined by the equation  

 

R7 =
DC voltage

laser current 
=

1 

7.13 μA 
= 140 kΩ 

 

The closest resistor value available in the lab was 150 kΩ which results in a DC voltage level of 1,07 V. 

 

The blood flow signal is measured with an oscilloscope and can be seen in figure 31, where the green input 

is the signal before the anti-aliasing filter and the yellow input is after the filter. AC variations of the signal 

corresponds to the blood flow and Perimed confirms that the signal can be used in future optic analysis.  

 

 
Figure 31. Voltage level of the blood flow signal, before (green) and after (yellow) filtering, AC coupling 
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When measuring the laser and light detection, the blood flowmeter stops working several times. After 

troubleshooting, a voltage spike with the amplitude of 6.75 V is discovered on the output of the regulator, 

see figure 32. The spikes are traced to the operation when switching the +5 V voltage supply off.  

 

 
Figure 32. A voltage spike at the output of the regulator when switching the voltage source off. 

By removing the cables from the voltage source before switching the source off, the spikes are not present 

anymore, as seen in figure 33. The measurements are continued after finding the possible source of the 

problem. 

 
Figure 33. The voltage level at the output of the regulator when removing the cables. 
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4.3.4 Temperature 

The measurements of the temperature control can be seen in figure 34. The pink colored curve shows the 

output and the yellow shows the input of the comparator. When the temperature is increased, the voltage 

level at the input of the comparator decreases slowly. At a voltage level of 390 mV, the output of the 

comparator switches from 3 to 0 V. The switching voltage level, Y1, at 390 mV corresponds to a voltage 

level at the output of the temperature sensor 

 

VO  =  0.39 ×
180𝑘+80.6𝑘

80.6𝑘
 = 1.29 V 

 

The corresponding temperature is, according to equation 1.1 

 

𝑇 =
 VO − 1.8663

−11.69𝑚
= 48.8 ℃ 

 

where VO is the voltage level at the output of the sensor  

 

In the calculations, the rising flank of 400 mV has been used by mistake. The hysteresis of 9 mV has not 

been considered and the falling flank is typically at 391 mV [17]. The resistors, R2 and R3, have to be 

replaced for the temperature control to work properly.  
 

 
Figure 34. Voltage level at input (yellow) and output (pink) of the comparator when increasing the temperature. 
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5 Discussion 
 

 

The test results show that some parts of the design work as planned, while other concepts need 

improvement and changes. 

 

 Concept design 
Given that this project was a bachelor thesis, the concept of picturing a finished probe is a good approach. 

If the conditions were different, however, it would be a good idea to start by analyzing the properties of 

the blood flowmeter separately before doing the rest of the design. I think that it would have been a good 

idea to make a design where the laser and light detection of the current PF 6010 could be used to help 

determining the quality of the laser. Most of the suggested components were not available in large-scale 

package which meant that they had to be replaced and parts of the concept were difficult to evaluate. 

 Assembly 
When soldering on the amplifier and the blood flowmeter, Perimed uses a technique where the components 

are mounted by using solder paste, an aluminum plate and a heat gun. It is rarely used at Perimed and 

considered an experiment. Both components have pins under the body and an x-ray is not available, which 

makes it difficult to know whether all pins are soldered on properly. It has to be assumed that the 

component has proper contact with the pads. It would be a good idea to either buy the necessary instruments 

or let a company with proper instruments solder the components. 

 

After realizing that the first blood flow meter did not work, the component was replaced and soldered on 

with wires. The assumption was made that the soldering technique was the reason for the broken 

component. A mistake in the footprint layout was discovered, where the anode and cathode of the 

photodetector were switched. It was simple to switch with the wires soldered on but needed to be fixed in 

the eagle layout. 

 

All components, except the blood flowmeter and the amplifier, were soldered on by me. Some of the 

soldering joints were examined when there was an uncertainty, while others were considered to have a 

sufficient quality. 

 

 Troubleshooting and precautionary measures 
When multiple blood flowmeters stopped working, precautions had to be made. Attempts were made 

trying to replicate the problem and finding the cause. Since there was only a limited number of 

components, it was not possible to make attempts on an actual blood flowmeter. When the voltage spike 

from the source was discovered, the first action was to unplug the banana cable instead of switching the 

source off. Capacitors C12-14 were added but since the problem could not be replicated, they were added 

for precautionary measures. After adding the capacitors and being more cautious with the voltage supply, 

no more lasers broke. The footprints for the capacitors had to be added to the schematic and board layout. 
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 Results 
When the signal from the blood flowmeter was analyzed by Perimed, they said that it looked good. It was 

not possible to neither agree nor question their opinion since they possess more knowledge in the area. 

Since the software analysis was not a part of this thesis, I had to trust that my hardware design was good 

enough for the purpose. 

 

The signal would not have a DC level of 1 V if the laser current and optic power changed. If a fixed DC 

level was requested, the optic power value also had to be set to a fixed value and the resistor R7 determined 

accordingly. 

 

The heater and temperature control needed more work to function properly. Even though a mistake was 

made with the falling switching level, that was not the main problem. The suggested large-scale sensor 

LM20 had an accuracy of ±1.5℃ to ±4℃ which meant that in order to guarantee that the heaters were 

switched off at 46 ℃, it had to be designed to switch off at 38 ℃ (42±4℃). The small-scale sensor, LM70, 

had a much higher accuracy at ±0.13℃ and might be accurate enough for the 15-mm probe. This needs to 

be determined in future work. 

 

The temperature control, as it was designed in the project, relied all on hardware. When the values of R2 

and R3 were set, there was no way of changing the switching voltage level. With both tolerance levels and 

accuracies of the surrounding components, it would be very difficult to design a temperature control 

without using software calibration. If the concept design was kept, a suggestion was to add series resistors 

to R2 and R3 so that it would be easier to find more precise values. 

 Probe size 
There are many factors that will determine the size of the probe. First, the blood flow signal needs to be 

evaluated to see if more filtering is necessary. If a first order RC filter is not good enough, more 

components are needed. All precautionary measures that were made in this project are not fixed but if they 

are kept, they will take up space on the PCB. 

 

Communication and processing is a part of the probe that has not been covered in this thesis. Depending 

on the decision on how to solve communication with the probe, the size can vary. If the number of 

components on the PCB should be as few as possible, more wires to the probe are necessary and vice 

versa. Also, mechanical properties will determine the size. 

 

 The probe in a wider context 
 

One of the advantages with the design of the 15-mm probe is that it is possible for the module PF6010 to 

control several probes and make room for other modules in the main unit Periflux 6000. These 

improvements will make each examination of a patient more time-efficient and with the current 

healthcare situation in Sweden, with patients having to wait for care and shortage of medical staff, all 

things that can contribute to a less time-consuming doctors visit is good. 
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6 Conclusion 
 

 

The prototype with the integrated blood flowmeter from Kyocera was designed and the quality of the blood 

flow signal was sufficient for optic evaluation. The blood flowmeter is very sensitive and precautionary 

measures are necessary when implementing the component in a design. Further evaluation is necessary, 

both regarding its properties in different environments and the quality of the signal, to say if the component 

can be used in laser Doppler probe. 

 

The heater and temperature measurements are difficult to implement, since the accuracy is of great 

importance. It is recommended that the temperature control system is partly controlled by software to 

enable more accurate measurements and calibration. 

 

It is difficult to determine if the size of the probe can be 15 mm since there are many aspects that first need 

to be evaluated. Future work on signal quality and filtering as well as aspects regarding material and 

communication need to be made. 
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Appendix A 
 

 

 Table of components 

 

The table contains all components used in the design, stating both name in the schematic, value, device 

name and package. 

 

name value device package 

+5V 5 V JACK TO WIRE 2.1 /5.5MM  

AMP - ADPD2210 6-UDFN 

C1 10 µF  - 0603 

C2 0.1 µF - 0603 

C3 0.1 µF - 0603 

C4 - - 0603 

C5 0.1 µF - 0603 

C6 0.1 µF - 0603 

C7 64 pF - 0603 

C8 47 µF - 0603 

C9 0.1 µF - 0603 

C10 0.1 µF - 0603 

C11 0.1 µF - 0603 

C12 10 µF - 6.3x11mm 

C13 100 µF - 8.3x11mm 

C14 10 µF - 6.3x11mm 

COMP - ADCMP361 SOT23 

J1_I/O - PINHD-2X8 2X8 

J2_I/O - PINHD-2X10 2X10 

J24_I/O - PINHD-2X6 2X6 

J25_I/O - PINHD-2X8 2X8 

CRC3.3 - CRC.3.3 - 

L1 - MMZ1005B601C 0402 

LED 5 V LED 5MM - 

N1 - BSH103 SOT23 

N2 - BSH103 SOT23 

N3 - BSH103 SOT23 

P - BSH201 SOT23 

R1 100 kΩ  - 0603 

R2 80.6 kΩ   - 0603 

R3 187 kΩ  - 0603 

R4 - - 0603 

R5 100 kΩ - 0603 

R6 100 kΩ - 0603 

R7 150 kΩ - 0603 

R8 180 Ω - 0603 

R9 10 Ω - 0603 

R10 10 Ω - 0603 

R11 1 Ω - 0603 

REG - TLV713P SOT23 

T1 - LM20 SOT23 

T2 - LM20 SOT23 
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Appendix B 
 

 

Schematic and layout 
A full Eagle schematic and board layout is presented in the appendix.  
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Appendix C 
 

Instructions for the laser 

 

Make sure to read the instructions carefully before starting, both for switching on and off. 

Instruments: 

- ESD bracelet 

- PCB 

- Pin header with colored wires 

- Voltage source  

- 2 Voltmeters 

- 1 Resistance decade box (1-11M Ω) 

- 1 resistance decade box (1,0k-9,1k Ω) 

- Banana cables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ON PCB: 

RED:  + 5 V (INPUT) 

BLACK: GND (INPUT) 

WHITE:  +3V (OUTPUT) 

 

PIN HEADER: 

BLUE: CONTROL LASER CURRENT. 0-3 V 

PURPLE: MEASURE LASER CURRENT =VOLTAGE ACROSS 179,8 Ω  

YELLOW: MEASURE DOPPLER SIGNAL = VOLTAGE ACROSS 150 kΩ   

 

Future measurements: 

BROWN: TEMPERATURE SENSOR 1 (ACC. TO TRANSFER FUNCTION)  

GREY: TEMPERATURE SENSOR 2 (ACC. TO TRANSFER FUNCTION) 

ORANGE: CONTROL HEATER CURRENT. 0-3 V. 

WHITE: MEASURE HEATER CURRENT = VOLTAGE ACROSS 1Ω  
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TURNING ON: 

• ESD bracelet ON at all times! 

• Switch on the voltage source with a zero-voltage setting. 

• Resistance decade box (with switches) set to 4kΩ (4k switched down, all others switched up) 

• Resistance decade box (with tuner) set to 1,0 kΩ (this limits the current to minimum!!) 

• Connect the pin header to the PCB (you should only be able to connect it one way, look for the 

missing pin on the header)  

• Connect according to figure:  make sure that the LAST thing is to connect the power cables from 

to the PCB to the voltage source: 

RED to + and BLACK to – 

• Tune up the voltage source to 4 V. (components will break at 6 V so be careful)  

• To adjust the laser current, tune on the resistor decade box. The table shows the correlation 

between the voltage controlling the current, shown on voltmeter 1, and the voltage indicating the 

actual current.  
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control voltage 

 DAC (V) 

BLUE 

measure voltage  

ADC (mV) 

PURPLE 

Laser current (mA) 

(
𝐴𝐷𝐶 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

179,8Ω
) 

0,5 0 0 
0,6 1 0,006 
0,7 3 0,017 
0,8 16 0,089 
0,9 54 0,300 
1,0 115 0,640 
1,1 190 1,057 
1,2 276 1,535 
1,3 356 1,980 
1,4 444 2,469 
1,5 532 2,959 
1,6 622 3,459 
1,7 713 3,966 
1,8 802 4,461 
1,9 858 4,772 
2,0 874 4,861 
2,1 878 4,883 
2,2 879 4,889 
2,3 880 4,894 

 

 

TURNING OFF: 

• Tune down the resistance box to 1,0 kΩ (decrease the current) 

• Tune down the voltage source to 0 V. DO NOT switch it off!  

• Unplug the red and black banana cables from the voltage source 

• Switch off the voltage source. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0,5 mW @ ~2,1 mA 


